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Our story began many years ago

Elite Software was found in 1999 in Sofia from a qualified team of programmers and
accountants.

In those days, the concept of ERP did not exist. Most of the companies were just starting out
and software was written by amateurs and enthusiasts, as we were as well.

Even then we saw the need for unified Software to help the companies manage their business
and we started the creation of our product Zeron. When Marketing specialists came up with
the concept of ERP, we realized that Zeron has become a professional ERP System.

Throughout all these years, thanks to our clients we were developing and creating new
sophisticated versions of our ERP platform, so we could provide them all the modern and
efficient features to help them manage their business.

We are very grateful for the excellent cooperation with our clients!



The needs of our clients

We understand that ERP System makes business management possible. And we 
know the main needs of our clients. 

Primary needs

 Fast access to information 
 Visualization of the available information
 Control over the company's stock and resources
 Establishing rules and standards in workflows
 Secure and easy maintenance

Secondary needs

 High-end ERP System 
 Integration of all modules and capabilities of the system
 A provider who has a history and experience in the market 
 Easy system management 
 Optimal quality / price ratio



We offer the exact products 

Zeron V / 4 contains absolutely all the concepts and functionalities currently developed in the 
global ERP industry:

 Basically, our product is different from other ERP systems. It is based on the BPM
management standard - Business Process Management. This is a system in which the 
functionalities are not performed by clicking on standard menus, but work with pre-drawn 
sequences of actions.

 The full integration of our product means that it is designed, created and improved as a 
whole, and while most ERP systems work with "patches" - modules and functions from 
different manufacturers, we have designed and integrated all modules and functionalities 
that work precisely and smoothly together.

In fact, these are specific advantages of our product, but another side of it is important to you.
Тhat's why we spend a lot of time and work in these areas - maintenance, implementation and 
sales process.



Modern and effective solutions

Innovative solutions. 

Imagine the most expensive and professional ERP systems. Even they don't have all the
functionality you would want. Even they cannot provide you with interactive data and analysis
system without integration with external software.

But we can.

Integrated, running smoothly, reporting and displaying dynamic data in real time, Business
Analysis System (BI) via charts. And that's not all.



Would you like Cloud Services? 

Cloud services are not something completely new or unknown. They bring great benefits to
the clients, so they are doomed to success.

 You do not invest in infrastructure and hardware.

 You save money from expensive software support.

 You get security comparable to the Bank services. 

 Access, through a browser, from any part of the world, where there is Internet.

 Security in data recovery.

And many other things. The future is here and we can offer it to you.



Software as a Service (SaaS)

What are the ways to implement modern and efficient software in your company, from an
established company, keeping the costs within common sense and possible budget?

What are the direct benefits for the companies?

 You pay a reasonable monthly installment that is affordable for your budget, instead of
spending a large amount to get great but expensive software. In this way, professional
software becomes available to a much larger range of companies.

 Update and new versions. You know that all upgrades, new versions and new
functionalities are paid extra. But not always. With this service you receive new versions,
updates and functionalities immediately and at no additional cost.

Elite Software plans to have 90% of Cloud Service customers using the software as a service
(SaaS) by 2021. The local installations remaining a rare exception for those customers who
have a huge infrastructure and capabilities to support it.



Our clients

Our clients are companies from all over the country.

Among them are companies of different sizes - from companies with 1 computer to companies
with over 100 computers running Zeron. We have clients working in one office, as well as
clients working on Zeron in real time via the Internet with their branches throughout the
country.



Elite Software’s standards 

Our company's efforts are mainly focused on four areas:

1. Improvement and development of our products.
2. Rules and standards for product implementation.
3. Rules and standards of the sales process.
4. Rules and standards for product support and customer service.

We are clearly aware that creating a convenient, efficient and functional product that meets
customer requirements is only half of our job. The process of product implementation is
usually difficult, so we implement and improve strict procedures and standards in the
implementation of our products. This facilitates us, our customers and makes the process easy
and clear for the participants in it.

Excellent support is what creates a "satisfied customer". We have developed all the options
that will make working with our products “smoothly” - personal consultants, online and offline
support, a ticket system that escalates problems and gives you a report on their solution,
training on the use of our products, etc.



Contact details

Elite Software
Headquarters
Sofia, 15A „Krum Kiulyavkov“ Str., Floor 9, Office 17

Phone / Fax: 02 962 60 81; 862 45 68
Email: sales@zeron.bg / support@zeron.bg

You can also find information on our website www.zeron.bg - Frequently asked questions,
product and other presentations, detailed information about our products, contacts of our
offices in Varna, Plovdiv, Stara Zagora and many more details that might be an interest for
you.
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